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1 Introduction  

 

1.1 Learning objectives of the course 

 

• Understand how the wind is created and explain the main characteristics of wind  

• Be able to describe the factors affecting wind speed 

 

1.2 Introduction to the course  

 

Wind energy has been used as a source of power from very ancient times. The first human use of wind 

was through sails that could enable travel over water, and later technologies were developed that 

converted wind into mechanical power used to grind grain, for woodcutting, and to lift water. 

With the industrial revolution and the emergence of fossil fuels, wind energy was somewhat forgotten 

until the 1970s, when oil shortages and rising fuel prices drew renewed attention to the promise of 

wind power. Older windmill technologies and designs have been substantially transformed, as is seen 

in the shape and size of modern wind turbines, which now aim almost exclusively at the conversion of 

wind kinetic energy into electrical energy (as opposed to mechanical energy). There are many reasons 

why wind turbines are increasingly popular for power generation around the globe: considerations 

around cost savings, climate change concerns, and security of supply are the most evident. 

Understanding the factors affecting wind power generation is the first step in harnessing and exploiting 

this energy. These factors include recognizing that the wind resource has two main characteristics, 

direction and speed, but the power that can be captured is also impacted by the density of the air, 

which depends on air temperature, humidity and altitude. Furthermore, the technical characteristics 

of wind turbines are important to understand, as different turbines respond to different conditions, 

which affects their capacity to capture the wind resource to produce electricity. This course will explain 

the physical basis of wind as a natural phenomenon. Future courses will consider the technical 

interaction between wind and different turbine types in more depth.  
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2 Physical basics 

 

2.1 Causes of wind  

 
Learning objective: After completing the following page, you should be able to 

• explain the global and local effects that arise through the flow of air masses. 

Wind energy ultimately derives from solar energy, as solar radiation shines onto the earth and heats 

up the atmosphere. Air temperature differences between the equator and the poles, in particular, 

drive thermal air currents – or winds – that circulate around the globe. The atmosphere is in effect a 

big thermal machine that continuously “produces” wind, as air masses flow from areas of high pressure 

to areas of low pressure. 

Currently, winds more than 200 m above ground level can be harvested by the wind industry for 

conversion to electricity. In 2019 the tallest operating wind turbine had a height of 246.5 m (178 m 

hub height plus to the tips of the extended upward blades).1 The GE company has built an even larger 

wind turbine with blades 107 meters in length. The 12 MW prototype turbine was installed in 

Rotterdam, Holland, in 2019. The complete structure is 260 meters tall from base to blade tip, and the 

rotor will sweep a circle with a diameter of 220 meters. The machine will begin generating electricity 

at the end of 2019. 2 

Wind turbines can generate electricity at wind speeds from between 3 metres per second (m/s) to 32 

m/s. Some specially designed wind turbines can operate at even lower or higher wind speeds. 

Hurricanes, typhoons, tornados or thunderstorms, while very powerful, are however not useful for 

wind energy generation because they are too strong and irregular, and can seriously damage wind 

turbines.  

Wind often changes its speed and its direction. Rapid fluctuations are called gusts and lulls. A gust is a 

sudden increase in wind speed, while a lull is a sudden drop in wind speed. These gusts and lulls are 

caused by turbulences (see later section). 

Local geographic features can cause local variations in the global wind circulation. One example of this 

is the sea-to-land breeze and the land-to-sea breeze. During the day the land surface heats up more 

quickly than the sea, and so becomes warmer than the nearby water; during the night it is the other 

way around. The unequal heating of the land and the adjacent sea surfaces results in a pressure 

gradient. This leads to a wind flow between these two surfaces (see figure). Due to this phenomenon, 

wind resources are often excellent near shorelines. 

Other local wind phenomena are so-called valley breezes and mountain breezes (or winds) which occur 

in mountainous areas. Valley breezes are formed on days with warm sunshine, when the mountain 

slopes heat up more than the valley below and draws air up from the valley, leading to winds blowing 

from the valley up the mountain slopes. Mountain breezes (or winds) occur during the night, when the 

effect is the other way around and air moves down the mountain slopes. 

 
1 Max Bögl Wind AG 2017, Gaildorf pioneers electricity storage. 

2 GE 2019, World’s largest wind turbine blade. 
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Sea-to-land breezes (top-left) and land-to-sea breezes (top-right) caused by unequal heating and 
cooling of land and sea surfaces. These are also simply called sea breezes or land breezes, 

respectively. (Source: RENAC) 

 

2.2 Wind speed units  

 

Learning objective: After completing the following page, you should be able to 

• understand and compare different units to describe wind speed 

For historic reasons, wind speed is measured with different units, including knots (nautical miles per 

hour), on the Beaufort scale, or using m/s and km/h. The following table gives an overview of these 

wind speed units and provides corresponding descriptions. Most wind atlases and wind resource 

assessment studies use the unit m/s to quantify wind velocity. Many wind turbines start to produce 

power in the range of 2 to 4 m/s and stop between 20 and 35 m/s.  

The table below shows the classification of wind speeds according to the Beaufort scale, with 

translations into other scales. The table starts at 0 m/s and ends at 36.9 m/s. Situations seldom occur 

with wind speeds above 50 m/s. Wind turbines can survive such a strong storm if they are designed 

according to the global standard IEC 61400-1 class 1 or according to class S with values specified by the 

project developer and the wind turbine manufacturer. 
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Knots Beaufort m/s km/h Description 

1 0 0 - 0.2 1 Calm 

1-3 1 0.3-1.5 1-5 Light air 

4-6 2 1.6-3.3 6-11 Light breeze 

7-10 3 3.4-5.4 12-19 Gentle breeze 

11-15 4 5.5-7.9 20-28 Moderate breeze 

16-21 5 8.0-10.7 29-38 Fresh breeze 

22-27 6 10.8-13.8 39-49 Strong breeze 

28-33 7 13.9-17.1 50-61 Moderate/near gale 

34-40 8 17.2-20.7 62-74 Gale, fresh gale 

41-47 9 20.8-24.4 75-88 Strong gale 

48-55 10 24.5-28.4 89-102 Storm, whole gale 

56-63 11 28.5-32.6 103-117 Violent storm 

64-71 12 32.7-36.9 118-133 Hurricane 

 

2.3 Wind power density  

 

Learning objective: After completing the following page, you should be able to 

• define the “power of wind” and the “wind power density”. 

The amount of electricity generated by a wind turbine depends on technical characteristics of the 

turbine and on the quality of the wind resource.  

Wind turbines work by first capturing the kinetic energy of the wind and converting it into rotational 

kinetic energy in the rotor. This rotational kinetic energy is then converted via the main shaft, the 

gearbox (in some turbine designs), and the generator, into electrical energy that can be supplied to 

the electricity grid, and from there delivered to end users.  

The power contained in the wind passing through the rotor of the turbine is determined by: 

(i) the swept area of the rotor of the wind turbine, which is itself determined by the length 

of the rotor blades; 

(ii) the speed of the wind passing through the rotor; and 

(iii) the density of the air passing through the rotor, which depends on air temperature, 

humidity and altitude. 

The equation to calculate the “power of wind”, expressed in watts (W), is as follows: 
 

𝑃 =  
1

2
 × 𝜌 × 𝐴 × 𝑣3 
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Where: 

             P = Power [W or J/s]  

             ρ = Air density [kg/m3] 

             A = Swept rotor area [m2] 

             v = Wind speed [m/s]. 

The wind power density is independent of the turbine type or size, but depends on wind speed and air 

density only. It is a useful parameter when evaluating the wind resource available at a potential site. 

At 11.8 m/s and standard air condition the wind power density is 1000 W/m2 (see table). The formula 

for wind power density (WPD), measured in watts per square metre (W/m2) is: 

𝑊𝑃𝐷 = 
1

2
× 𝜌 × 𝑣3 

Where: 

             ρ = Air density [kg/m3] 

             v = Wind speed [m/s]. 

The relationship of power density to wind speed (P  v3) implies that small changes of wind speed can 

cause significant changes in the power of the wind and in the power output of a turbine. This is very 

important for the assessment of a wind resource. The diagram below shows the relationship between 

power and wind speed.  

 

Relation between wind power density and wind speed at standard air density (Source: RENAC) 

The table below shows the impact of deviations of wind speed. In this example, 8 m/s correlates to 

100 % wind power; a change of wind speed to 7 m/s decreases wind power density by one third. If the 

wind speed is only 4 m/s the wind power density is 87.5 % smaller (see table). 
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Change of wind speed, altitude and air temperature and effect on wind power density (Source: 
RENAC) 

 

Wind speed [m/s] Wind power density [W/m2] 

< 5.5 < 100 

5.5 - 6.9 100 - 200 

6.9 - 8.7 200 - 400 

8.7 - 9.9 400 - 600 

9.9 - 10.9 600 - 800 

10.9 - 11.8 800 - 1000 

11.8 - 14.8 1000 - 2000 

 
Wind power density at standard atmospheric conditions (sea level, 15 °C) (Source: RENAC) 
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2.4 Power coefficient and Betz limit  

 

Learning objectives: After completing the following page, you should be able to 

• show how much of the power in the wind can be converted by a wind turbine into rotational 

energy and 

• state the maximum efficiency of modern wind turbines. 

The answer to the question “how much of the power in the wind can a wind turbine rotor convert into 

rotational energy?” can be clarified by considering two theoretical scenarios in which a wind turbine 

could not operate:  

I) If a wind turbine converted 100% of the kinetic energy in the wind into rotational kinetic 

energy, the wind would have no energy left in it to enable it to pass through the rotor – the 

wind speed behind the rotor would be zero. The wind would have effectively stopped. The 

wind turbine would have the same effect as a wall. 

II) If the wind speed in front of a rotor is the same as the wind speed behind the rotor, this would 

mean the rotor was not converting any of the kinetic energy of the wind.  

Neither situation makes sense with regard to operating a wind turbine. Therefore, an optimum 

between these two extremes must exist.  

The theoretical maximum power that can be extracted from the wind is known as the Betz limit or 

Betz's Law, which was formulated by the German physicist Albert Betz in 1919. This rule states that 

no wind turbine can convert more than 16/27 (59.3 %) of the kinetic energy in the wind passing through 

it into rotational energy in the rotor.  

The percentage of power a wind turbine can extract from the wind is known as its power coefficient cp 

(dimensionless). Thus, according to the Betz limit, the theoretical maximum cp max of any wind turbine 

design is = 0.59. However, wind turbines cannot operate at this maximum limit because losses in the 

gearbox, bearings, generator, cables and power electronics reduce the overall efficiency. Nevertheless, 

the best designed wind turbines have achieved cp values near to 0.5.  

 

2.5 Wind direction and wind rose  

 

Learning objective: After completing the following page, you should be able to 

• describe the information contained in a wind rose diagram. 

In most places on Earth the wind can blow from any direction, but often there are one or two prevailing 

wind directions. The wind direction data are important to identifying how obstacles may negatively 

impact wind turbine power generation, to finding a suitable site, and for the micro-siting of wind 

turbines. 
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Wind direction data are used to assess measured wind speed data as well, because the measuring mast 

causes a wake effect. Anemometers standing in the wind shadow of the mast generate incorrect data. 

Therefore, these impacted measurements must be excluded from the wind speed data set.  

The wind resource assessment determines the “wind rose”. The area is split into sixteen sectors of 

22.5 degrees each, and for each sector information is gathered separately. This enables calculation of:  

1) The frequency distribution of winds from each direction. 

2) Wind speed distribution in hours per year  

 

Wind rose. Left: Wind direction and speed distribution in bins of 0.5 m/s. Right: Wind speed 

distribution in hours per year (Source: RENAC) 

 

2.6 Wind speed turbulence  

 

Learning objectives: After completing the following page, you should be able to 

• calculate the wind speed turbulence and 

• explain the importance of examining wind speed turbulence.  

Chaotic or unstable eddying motion in a fluid is referred to as turbulence. Rapid changes in wind speed 

and wind direction are also called turbulence. Wind turbulence generally occurs in the vicinity of 

obstacles such as buildings, trees, steep cliffs and wind turbines. 

Turbulence is a phenomenon with important implications for the mechanical design of wind turbines, 

as well as for the economics of wind farms. The main reason for the latter is that turbulence can reduce 

expected energy production, because wind turbines cannot alter their orientation quickly enough to 

continuously face a highly variable wind. In addition, turbulence causes increased dynamic loads on 

the turbine, and so the lifetime of turbine components (especially gearboxes, rotor blades and 

bearings) can be reduced significantly. Therefore, wind turbine manufacturers design wind turbines 

for different turbulence levels, which are defined in the international standard IEC 61400-1. 
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Sites near to steep cliffs, with a lot of obstacles, or in regions with heterogeneous landscapes, can have 

high turbulences and should be carefully evaluated to determine whether they are suitable for wind 

turbines or wind farms. 

 

Turbulent wind – data showing wind speed variation and the actual mean wind speed over an 

interval. (Source: RENAC) 

The following equations are used to calculate turbulence from measured data. Wind speed turbulence 

is defined as the standard deviation from the 10-minute average wind speed divided by the average 

wind speed: 

𝐼 (𝑣) =
𝜎 (𝑣)

µ
 

Where: 

             I (v) = Wind speed turbulence, dimensionless [-] 

             𝜎 (𝑣) = Standard deviation of wind speeds [m/s] 

             µ = 10 minute average wind speed [m/s]. 

The standard deviation of wind speeds σ (v) is arrived at using the following formula: 

𝜎 (𝑣) = √
1

 
 ∑(𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣10 𝑀𝑖𝑛)2

𝑛

 

Where: 

             𝜎 (𝑣) = Standard deviation of wind speeds [m/s] 

             vi = Wind speed sample [m/s] 

             v10min = 10-minute average wind speed [m/s]. 
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3 Wind shear  

3.1 Wind speed change above ground  

 

Learning objective: After completing the following page, you should be able to 

• explain how wind speed increases with height differ over flat versus rough surfaces. 

The winds that occur high above ground level are not influenced (or are only minimally influenced) by 

the landscape over which they are blowing. But nearer the ground wind speed may be significantly 

affected by the friction of the air mass against the surface of the earth. Winds above completely open 

terrain (smooth surfaces such as concrete airport runways, flat prairie-type land) behave differently 

than winds above villages or cities, agricultural lands with sheltering hedgerows, forests, or other 

rough or uneven terrain.  

The speed of the wind decreases the closer it is to ground level. This phenomenon is usually called 

“wind shear”.  

Reasons for wind shear include:  

• the roughness of the terrain,  

• the influence of obstacles, and  

• the influence of the terrain contours (orography of an area).  

Above a flat surface the wind speed increases much more quickly with height, compared to over a 

rough surface with a lot of obstacles like trees or buildings. This difference is important when deciding 

the height of a wind turbine tower and in order to calculate yield. At the same height above ground, 

the wind speed over a rough area will be lower than it would be in a flat area. This means that a tower 

that is placed in an area with a rough surface must be higher than a wind turbine that stands in a flat 

area, if it is to experience the same wind speed (see figure). 

 

Wind shear above different landscapes/terrains (Source: RENAC) 
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3.2 Roughness length and wind shear exponent  

 

Learning objectives: After completing the following page, you should be able to 

• explain the roughness length and wind shear exponent,  

• extrapolate wind speeds from one height to another for different landscapes and 

• name software tools to calculate the wind shear. 

Wind shear above or around different obstacles and the effect of the orography can be calculated with 

software tools such as WAsP, WindFarmer, WindPro or WindSim or OpenWind (freeware) and others. 

However, information about the roughness of the surface needs to be inputted.  

The roughness of different landscapes is described by the parameter “roughness length” (see table). 

The term roughness length is the distance above ground level where the wind speed should 

theoretically be equal to zero3.   

The coefficient z0 is the roughness length of the landscape, which is used in the logarithmic profile. 

This number is derived from actual measurements, or estimated using the table of roughness lengths 

for different landscape types. Roughness lengths as provided in a table are only a good guess; they are 

not a substitute for performing actual on-site wind measurements at the hub height of the wind 

turbines being planned.  

The table here shows the roughness length of different landscape types, varying from 0.0002 to 1.6. 

For example, short grass of height 0.01 m has a roughness length of approximately 0.001 m. Surfaces 

are rougher if they have more protrusions (trees, buildings etc.). 

 

 
3 Danish Wind Energy Association, 2010. 
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Landscape type  
Roughness length,  

Z0 [m] 

Water surface  0.0002 

Completely open terrain with a smooth surface, e.g. concrete airport 
runways, flat prairie-type land, etc.  

0.0024 

Open agricultural area without fences and hedgerows and very scattered 
buildings; and with only softly rounded hills  

0.03 

Agricultural land with some houses and 8 metre tall sheltering 
hedgerows, all within a distance of approx. 1,250 metres  

0.055 

Agricultural land with some houses and 8 metre tall sheltering 
hedgerows, all within a distance of approx. 500 metres  

0.1 

Agricultural land with many houses, shrubs and plants, or 8 metre tall 
sheltering hedgerows, all within a distance of approx. 250 metres  

0.2 

Villages, small towns, agricultural land with many or tall sheltering 
hedgerows, forests and very rough and uneven terrain  

0.4 

Larger cities with tall buildings 0.8 

Very large cities with tall buildings and skyscrapers  1.6 

 
Roughness length z0 of different landscape types4 

The exponent α is the wind shear exponent. It is used in the power law, and is an empirically derived 

coefficient that varies depending on the stability of the atmosphere (atmospheric turbulence). For an 

atmosphere without vertical airflows (so-called “neutral atmosphere”), α is approximately 0.143.4   

Wind shear above or around different obstacles and the effect of the orography can be calculated with 

software tools such as WAsP, WindFarmer, WindPro, WindSim, or OpenWind (freeware) among 

others. However, empirical information about the roughness of the surface needs to be provided as 

input.  

 

Terrain 
Wind shear exponent 

- α - 

Open water 0.1 

Smooth, level, grass covered 0.15 

Row crops, low bushes with a few trees 0.2 

Large trees, several buildings, hilly, mountainous terrain 0.25 

 
Wind shear exponent α for different terrains4 

 
4 Danish Wind Energy Association, 2010. 
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3.3 Wind speed extrapolation to a certain height 

 

Learning objectives: After completing the following page, you should be able to 

• calculate the change of wind speed according to height above ground using a given roughness 

length z0 or wind shear exponent α. 

 

The following paragraphs explain how to extrapolate the wind speed v1 at a particular height (h1) to 

find that at another height (h2) using the logarithmic profile or using the power law. Data needed 

are: wind speed v1 for a specific height h1 (for example, from a meteorological station anemometer at 

a height of e.g. 10 m) and the roughness length z0 or the wind shear exponent α of the specific 

landscape at the measurement site.  

 

Logarithmic law: 

𝑣2 = 𝑣1  
ln (

ℎ2
𝑧0
)

ln (
ℎ1
𝑧0
)

 

Where: 

h1 = Height 1 [m] v1 = Wind speed at h1 [m/s] 

h2 = Height 2 [m] v2 = Wind speed at h2 [m/s] 

z0 = Roughness length [m]  

 

Power law: 

𝑣2 =
𝑣1

(
ℎ1
ℎ2
 )

 

 

Where: 

              

h1 = Height 1 [m] v1 = Wind speed at h1 [m/s] 

h2 = Height 2 [m] v2 = Wind speed at h2 [m/s] 

 = Shear exponent, dimensionless [-].  
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Increase of wind speed with height for different parameters of the power law and logarithmic 
law. Left: calculated with power law for different wind shear exponents (α) and where v1 = 5 
m/s at 10 m. Right: calculated with logarithmic law for different wind roughness lengths (z0) 

and where v1 = 5 m/s at 10 m (Source: RENAC) 
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4 Summary 

 

Wind energy is a form of renewable energy which is generated, ultimately, from solar energy through 

differential heating in the atmosphere and Earth’s surface. Wind speed is affected by friction between 

an air mass and the surface of the earth, decreasing as we near the surface: a phenomenon known as 

wind shear. Above a flat surface the wind speed increases much more quickly with height as compared 

to a rough surface with a lot of obstacles like trees or buildings. It is important to consider this when 

designing a wind turbine plant, because taller towers are needed in areas with rough surfaces, in order 

to reach heights with the necessary wind speed and so capture sufficient wind energy.  

The amount of electricity generated by wind depends on technical characteristics of the wind turbine, 

of which the most important is the swept rotor area, and on the quality of the wind resource, 

determined by wind speed and air density. The power of the wind is proportional to the cube of the 

wind speed; thus a small change in wind speed can cause large changes in the power of the wind and 

in the power output of a turbine. Careful measuring of the wind is thus essential when conducting a 

wind resource assessment for a wind power project.   
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5 Further reading  

 

Erich Hau : Wind Turbines - Fundamentals, Technologies, Application, Economics 2nd Edition; 
Publisher Springer Chapter 4.1: Betz' Elementary Momentum Theory (page 81) 
 

The influence of wind shear in wind turbine power estimation; A. Honrubia, A. Vigueras-Rodrıguez, 

E.Gomez Lazar, D. Rodrıguez-Sanchez 

This paper analyses the influence of wind shear on wind turbine performance and wind speed 

measurements at different heights. 

The Influence of Turbulence and Vertical Wind Profile in Wind Turbine Power Curve; A. Honrubia, A. 

Vigueras-Rodrıguez, and E. Gomez-Lazaro 

In this paper the influence of turbulence and vertical wind profile on wind turbine performance is 

analysed. 

 

https://www.upct.es/hidrom/publicaciones/congresos/2010_The_influence_of_wind_shear.pdf
https://www.upct.es/hidrom/publicaciones/congresos/2010_The_influence_of_wind_shear.pdf
https://www.upct.es/hidrom/publicaciones/monografias/iti2012_springer.pdf
https://www.upct.es/hidrom/publicaciones/monografias/iti2012_springer.pdf
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